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Real Estate Strategic Outlook: Iberia
What are the macroeconomic drivers?  

Continued outperformance 

Growth continues to outperform the European average as a strong 

rebound in tourism fuels spending on services. However, the higher 

interest rate environment seems to be cooling economic activity 

and we expect a slowdown later in 2023 and into 2024. Despite the 

conservative Popular Party winning the most votes in the Spanish 

elections in July, they did not receive enough to form a government. 

Political uncertainty is therefore likely to continue for the 

foreseeable future. 
 

Strategy: what and where?  

Pivot to affordable residential 

The National Housing Bill passed earlier in Spain in 2023 poses a risk 

to returns and liquidity for privately rented housing. Recently passed 

regulation in Portugal aimed at boosting supply also poses a risk in 

potentially triggering significant new development. Our focus in this 

sector is therefore on regulated housing, where rental growth is 

more limited but there is a significant ongoing supply/demand im-

balance. In working with local municipalities, who grant land con-

cessions for a specified number of years (usually 50-70), it may be 

possible to realise attractive returns. The best prospects for demand 

growth are in Madrid, where the supply of regulated housing is also 

expanding in the Northern suburbs and regional commuter towns 

such as Mostoles, providing investment opportunities. 

 
Residential supply lags demand in Madrid

 
Source: DWS, August 2023 

The student housing sector remains undersupplied in both Portugal 

and Spain, although development in recent years has somewhat cor-

rected the imbalance. Madrid and Barcelona currently offer the 

greatest quality and quantity of educational options and attract the 

largest number of international students, the most likely group to 

require purpose-built student accommodation, by a significant mar-

gin. There may also be select opportunities in some regional markets 

such as Valencia where provision rates are particularly low. 

 
Logistics back on the radar 

Prospects for rental growth in the logistics sector in Spain are posi-

tive, with vacancy below 5% on average in Barcelona and Madrid 

and demand remaining elevated. It will be important to focus on 

supply-protected micro locations (mainly around Barcelona) as 

zones such as Illescas and Torrejón de Ardoz in Madrid have a full 

supply pipeline of speculative space completing in the next two 

years. 

 

There may also be opportunity for logistics in Portugal, where mod-

ern stock is in short supply. Our main target would be in ‘last hour’ 

locations such as Azambuja which can serve direct to consumer and 

are supply protected from larger logistics hubs in Spain. 

 
Refocus on Madrid offices 

With vacancy in Barcelona back in double-digit territory, our 

strategy favours office refurbishments in Madrid. Demand is strong 

and well-diversified, and the current supply generally falls short of 

occupier requirements. Despite the emergence of new office hubs 

in locations such as Méndez Álvaro, we retain a focus on more 

central locations which appear to be most in demand from occupiers 

seeking high-quality space with the best transport connections. 

Asset size and ease of division are increasingly important factors to 

examine as occupiers are generally looking for smaller floorplates 

than pre-pandemic. 
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This information is subject to change at any time, based upon economic, market and other considerations and should not be construed as a recommendation. Past performance is not indicative of future 
returns. Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, opinions, and hypothetical models that may prove to be incorrect. Investments come with 
risk. The value of an investment can fall as well as rise and your capital may be at risk. You might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Source: DWS International GmbH. 
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Important information  

For North America: 

The brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries, such as DWS Distributors, Inc., which offers investment products, or DWS Investment Management Americas, Inc. and 
RREEF America L.L.C., which offer advisory services. 
 
This material was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person who may receive it. It is intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute 
investment advice, a recommendation, an offer, solicitation, the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument, or for DWS or its affiliates to enter into or arrange any type of 
transaction as a consequence of any information contained herein. Neither DWS nor any of its affiliates gives any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is contained in 
this document. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, no member of the DWS, the Issuer or any office, employee or associate of them accepts any liability (whether arising in contract, 
in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss or damage whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise suffered by the recipient of this document 
or any other person. 
 
The views expressed in this document constitute DWS Group’s judgment at the time of issue and are subject to change. This document is only for professional investors. This document was prepared without 
regard to the specific objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person who may receive it. No further distribution is allowed without prior written consent of the Issuer. 
 
Investments are subject to risk, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and 
you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. 
 
An investment in real assets involves a high degree of risk, including possible loss of principal amount invested, and is suitable only for sophisticated investors who can bear such losses. The value of shares/ 
units and their derived income may fall or rise. 
 
War, terrorism, sanctions, economic uncertainty, trade disputes, public health crises and related geopolitical events have led, and, in the future, may lead to significant disruptions in US and world economies 
and markets, which may lead to increased market volatility and may have significant adverse effects on the fund and its investments.  
 
For Investors in Canada.  No securities commission or similar authority in Canada has reviewed or in any way passed upon this document or the merits of the securities described herein and any representation 
to the contrary is an offence. This document is intended for discussion purposes only and does not create any legally binding obligations on the part of DWS Group. Without limitation, this document does not 
constitute an offer, an invitation to offer or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. When making an investment decision, you should rely solely on the final documentation relating to the transaction 
you are considering, and not the document contained herein. DWS Group is not acting as your financial adviser or in any other fiduciary capacity with respect to any transaction presented to you.  Any 
transaction(s) or products(s) mentioned herein may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand such transaction(s) 
and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction(s) in the light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such 
transaction. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide to enter into a transaction with DWS Group, you do so in reliance on your own judgment. 
The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates, and 
opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and are subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions as to market 
conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected results will be achieved. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. The distribution of this document and availability of these products 
and services in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. You may not distribute this document, in whole or in part, without our express written permission. 
 
For EMEA, APAC & LATAM: 
DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and its subsidiaries under which they do business. The DWS legal entities offering products or services are specified in the relevant documentation. 
DWS, through DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively “DWS”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the following basis. 
 
This document is for information/discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer, recommendation, or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as investment advice. 
 
This document is intended to be a marketing communication, not a financial analysis. Accordingly, it may not comply with legal obligations requiring the impartiality of financial analysis or prohibiting trading 
prior to the publication of a financial analysis. 
 
This document contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models, and hypothetical performance analysis. 
No representation or warranty is made by DWS as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking statements. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 
The information contained in this document is obtained from sources believed to be reliable. DWS does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or fairness of such information. All third-party data is 
copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. DWS has no obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify the recipient in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, 
projection, forecast, or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. 
 
Investments are subject to various risks. Detailed information on risks is contained in the relevant offering documents. 
 
No liability for any error or omission is accepted by DWS. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may not prove valid. 
DWS does not give taxation or legal advice.  
 
This document may not be reproduced or circulated without DWS’s written authority.  
 
This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction, including the United 
States, where such distribution, publication, availability, or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject DWS to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction not 
currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. 
 
© 2023 DWS International GmbH 
 
Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Reference number 429806). 
© 2023 DWS Investments UK Limited 
 
In Hong Kong, this document is issued by DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited and the content of this document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. 
© 2023 DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited 
 
In Singapore, this document is issued by DWS Investments Singapore Limited and the content of this document has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 
© 2023 DWS Investments Singapore Limited 
 
In Australia, this document is issued by DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN: 52 074 599 401) (AFSL 499640) and the content of this document has not been reviewed by the Australian Securities Investment 
Commission. 
© 2023 DWS Investments Australia Limited 
 
For investors in Bermuda: This is not an offering of securities or interests in any product. Such securities may be offered or sold in Bermuda only in compliance with the provisions of the Investment Business 
Act of 2003 of Bermuda which regulates the sale of securities in Bermuda. Additionally, non-Bermudian persons (including companies) may not carry on or engage in any trade or business in Bermuda unless 
such persons are permitted to do so under applicable Bermuda legislation. 
 
For investors in Taiwan: This document is distributed to professional investors only and not others. Investing involves risk. The value of an investment and the income from it will fluctuate and investors may 
not get back the principal invested. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. This is a marketing communication. It is for informational purposes only. This document does not constitute 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any security and shall not be deemed an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. The views and opinions expressed herein, which 
are subject to change without notice, are those of the issuer or its affiliated companies at the time of publication. Certain data used are derived from various sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy 
or completeness of the data is not guaranteed, and no liability is assumed for any direct or consequential losses arising from their use. The duplication, publication, extraction, or transmission of the contents, 
irrespective of the form, is not permitted. 
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